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Torontech ™  is a leading North American based international manufacturer and supplier of pumps, 
pipes, valves & actuators. The Torontech ™  group has established an extensive network in the USA as 
well as international markets and remains to be a preferred vendor of choice supplying quality pumps 
for today’s leading corporations.

Creating comprehensive solutions for our clients has always been the core value of our company. From 
sales, to order execution, and post-sales support; every staff member is here to assist you in selecting 
the solution that best suits your unique requirements and budget.

The Torontech ™  group offers a complete range of quality pumps that are,ANSI to ISO approved and 
engineered to last, ensuring your company continuous production without interruptions.

Since the beginning, we have succeeded in only offering quality manufactured pumps that are currently 
being used worldwide. We offer the best value for your investment and provide world-class support.

Due to the demand for our quality pumps, Torontech ™  has experience explosive growth primarily in the 
oil & gas, water filtration and chemical refinery industries.
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We offer an extensive range of solutions and products for oil & gas projects, refineries, petrochemical 

plants, and marine applications. Our main class of pumps includes API (American Petroleum Institute) 

Standard, Mining, Water & Sewage and Firefighting applications. The pumps are offered in various 

configurations depending on orientation of the pump, required head and type of fuel used for operation.
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TTABI-Condensate Pump



Flow rate range (Q): 30 – 1250m3/h

Total head range (H): 600 – 2500m

Revolution speed (r): 2980 – 6000rpm

Operating temperature (T): No more than 510℃

Widely used in oil products refinery, petrochemical process, oilfield injection, terminal projects and

other chemical industries.

TTABI -DMR series pump is designed as double casing pump; pump core (inner casing) is sectional

multistage centrifugal pump. Pump core can be removed for maintenance from pump barrel

casing (outer casing) without disconnecting pipelines, vertical suction and discharge nozzle

direction, centerline supported.

Pump performance data such as capacity, total head, suction pressure and other specifications

can be changed by increasing or reducing stage numbers, for details of a specified pump type

please refer to performance curve.

a.a.a.a.PumpPumpPumpPump CasingCasingCasingCasing andandandand RotorRotorRotorRotor ElementsElementsElementsElements

series pump is double casing multistage centrifugal pump, major parts include: pump barrel

casing, pump cover and radially split pump core. Pump supporting foot are welded on horizontal

axial cross sectional surface, pump core is fully assembled before enclosed into pump barrel

casing, pump cover seals high pressure liquid at discharge end. Pump core includes: suction

housing, middle sections, diffusers and rotor elements.

Suction nozzle of impellers are all facing suction end, both ends of pump shaft are sealed with

mechanical seal system. Spiral wound gasket is applied between last stage diffuser and pump

cover to further ensure that pump cover reliably holds pump core enclosed into pump barrel

casing. Spiral wound gasket is applied between pump core and pump barrel casing, also between

pump barrel casing and pump cover.

b.b.b.b.StructureStructureStructureStructure ofofofof BearingBearingBearingBearing BracketBracketBracketBracket

Pump rotor elements are between bearings design which uses sliding bearings to offer support to

rotor elements from both driver side and far end of pump. Cooling chamber is located below

bearing bracket; this feature provides the possibility of water cooling system to bearing bracket

when necessary. Bearings are lubricated with light oil, self-lubrication by lubricating rings, oil level

within bearing bracket is adjusted by constant level oil cup which requires at least 2/3 oil with in

cup at all times. Lubrication oil differs from region and site environment, normally Steam Engine

Oil (SYB1201-60) code: NO.22 is applied. Operation temperature of bearings should not exceed

70℃, hole for temperature monitoring device is provided.

1). Radial Bearing

Radial bearing is located at driver side which is a sliding bearing and slides freely along axial

centerline; axial thrust is imposed to this radial bearing. Bearing bracket is attached to pump

casing with flange bolts and stop ring groove. Both ends of bearing bracket are sealed with

labyrinth rings.

2). Thrust Bearing

Thrust bearing requires the installation of a group of back-to-back setup thrust ball bearing on top

of the basis of sliding bearing assembly, each group of bearing requires a lubricating ring for

bearing lubrication. Thrust bearing could withhold axial thrusts from both sides while thrust ball

bearing will hold pump rotor elements to its correct position. Bearing bracket is attached to pump

casing with flange bolts and stop ring groove. One side of bearing bracket is sealed with labyrinth

ring and the other side of bearing bracket is sealed with bracket cover. The clearance between

roller bearing and bearing bracket cover should be 0.1-0.2mm to avoid heat damage to bearings.

c.c.c.c. ShaftShaftShaftShaft SealSealSealSeal

Mechanical seal system: According to the high linear speed of series pump, mechanical seal
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system is chosen to seal pump shaft which stick out from pump barrel casing. Mechanical seal is

working with two sealing surfaces, one static and one dynamic, a radial clearance is formed

between these two surfaces to achieve the purpose of sealing, both of these surfaces must be

protected from damage or scratch for long seal operating life.

When pump is operating, the attrition between two sealing surface will generate heat which

should be effectively extracted by cooling water within cooling chamber or sealing chamber to

prevent vaporization, these cooling liquid should only be circulation within one close loop system.

Actual mechanical seal type and flushing method is decided by different working media and

operating condition, please refer to individual service manual.

d.d.d.d. BalancingBalancingBalancingBalancing DeviceDeviceDeviceDevice

For balancing device, the side close to last stage impeller is “High Pressure Zone” which is

connected to discharge chamber, the other side is “Low Pressure Zone” which is a chamber

connected to suction chamber through balancing pipe. A force directing to suction side (“Low

Pressure Zone”) of pump is imposed onto balancing device due to the pressure difference

between these two sides. The axial force generated by balancing device is basically equal to axial

thrust generated by pump operation. The force generated by balancing device can also change

automatically, rotor elements will move towards suction side when axial thrust is greater than

balancing force which will impose a great balancing force to overcome the difference between

axial thrust and balancing force, this rule also applies to vise versa conditions.

Balancing device is only operating normally when balancing pipe is not disturbed, therefore the

valve on this pipe should be fixed into a adequate position.

For actual performance data please refer to technical specification agreement and order contract.
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